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Abstract—The importance of interpretability of machine
learning models has been increasing due to emerging enterprise
predictive analytics, threat of data privacy, accountability of
artificial intelligence in society, and so on. Piecewise linear
models have been actively studied to achieve both accuracy
and interpretability. They often produce competitive accuracy
against state-of-the-art non-linear methods. In addition, their
representations (i.e., rule-based segmentation plus sparse linear
formula) are often preferred by domain experts. A disadvan-
tage of such models, however, is high computational cost for
simultaneous determinations of the number of “pieces” and
cardinality of each linear predictor, which has restricted their
applicability to middle-scale data sets. This paper proposes
a distributed factorized asymptotic Bayesian (FAB) inference
of learning piece-wise sparse linear models on distributed
memory architectures. The distributed FAB inference solves
the simultaneous model selection issue without communicating
O(N) data where N is the number of training samples and
achieves linear scale-out against the number of CPU cores.
Experimental results demonstrate that the distributed FAB
inference achieves high prediction accuracy and performance
scalability with both synthetic and benchmark data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of interpretability and transparency of
machine learning models has been increasing due to emerg-
ing enterprise predictive analytics, threat of data privacy,
accountability of artificial intelligence in society, and so on.
In data mining and machine learning academic community,
the workshop named FAT/ML1 (fairness, accountability and
transparency in machine learning) has been held every year
since 2014. This momentum has grown by incorporating
legal aspects of machine learning agents (e.g., Symposium
on Machine Learning and the Law in NIPS20162). From
government point of view, European Union enforces GDPR3

(general data protection regulation) which requires that the
consequences of profiling (i.e., how models profile individ-
uals) should be informed to the data subject. On the other
hand, interpretable models restrict model representations,
and the balance between interpretability and accuracy has
been important research topics for decades [1].

Piecewise linear models have been actively studied to
achieve both accuracy and interpretability, which include
from classical tree [2] or linear [3] ones to more advanced

1http://www.fatml.org/
2http://www.mlandthelaw.org/
3http://www.eugdpr.org/

ones [4], [5], [6], [7]. They often produce competitive
accuracy against state-of-the-art non-linear methods on real-
world datasets. In addition, their representations (i.e., rule-
based segmentation plus sparse linear formula) are often
preferred by domain experts. To the best use of these
models, i.e., simple and accurate, we have to simultaneously
determine the number of “pieces” and cardinality of each
predictor. However, such simultaneous model selection is
essentially much more computationally demanding which
has restricted their applicability to middle-scale data sets.

Meanwhile, for analyzing very large scale data (a.k.a. Big
Data), the size of a feature matrix easily exceeds memory
capacity in a single computation node. Recent trends in
distributed computational platforms for large-scale machine
learning have been shifting from those based on distributed
file systems (e.g., Hadoop [8]) to those based on distributed
memories (e.g., Spark [9] and Parameter server [10]). While
Hadoop incurs substantial overhead due to the load of inter-
mediate data from disks between computations, distributed
memory architectures are able to avoid the need for disk
access by storing data in memory across the computations.
Notably, Spark appears to be one of the most promising
platforms for enterprise data analytics, and many distributed
machine learning algorithms for Spark have recently been
developed [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20].

This paper proposes a novel distributed algorithm for
learning piecewise linear models on distributed memory
architectures and an efficient implementation on Spark. Our
contributions are summarized as below.
Distributed Learning Algorithm: This paper develops a
distributed learning algorithm of piecewise linear models
with model selection. Our technical contributions are mainly
two-fold. First, our algorithm linearly scales over the number
of distributed workers and automates the model selection
problem by taking advantages of recently-developed two
techniques: 1) factorized asymptotic Bayesian hierarchical
mixture of experts (FAB/HME) [21] for model selection
of piecewise linear models and 2) median selection subset
aggregation estimator (MESSAGE) [22] for communication-
efficient distributed feature selection. Second, the MES-
SAGE algorithm independently processes data in each
worker for communication efficiency and we observe this
yields a bias in factorized information criterion (FIC) [23],
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[24], [25], [26], [27], the model selection criterion of
FAB/HME. We derive an asymptotic correction term of this
bias in FIC, which leads better feature selection of individual
local models.
Practical Design on Spark: This paper presents a design of
our algorithm on Spark that helps to fully utilize distributed
computation resources. A resilient distributed dataset (RDD)
is designed to perform iterative model optimization with-
out shuffling data. Further, we show that the sample-wise
parallelization of our algorithm uses CPU resources much
more efficiently than expert-wise one. Our experimental
results demonstrate that our algorithm and design achieves
both high prediction accuracy and high scalability with both
synthetic and benchmark data compared to state-of-the-art
Spark machine learning libraries.

II. RELATED WORK

Piecewise linear models have actively been studied to
achieve both interpretability and accuracy. Such models in-
clude from classical ones such as decision trees [2], [28] and
Lasso [3] to more advanced models such as hierarchical mix-
ture of experts (HME) [4], Bayesian treed linear models [29],
local supervised learning through space partitioning [5],
informative projection ensembles [7], supersparse linear
integer models [30] and so on. Optimization of piecewise
linear models is usually non-convex due to simultaneous
optimizations of partitions and local models. Partition-wise
linear models [6] addressed this issue by formulating it
as a structured-sparsity problem. FAB/HMEs [21] induce
sparseness both on tree structures and cardinalities of local
models, and fully automate simultaneous model selection
for learning piecewise linear models via FAB inference [23],
[26]. Jialei et al. [31] extended FAB/HMEs and incorporated
non-linearity in local predictors to gain better accuracy by
keeping a certain level of interpretability. Ribeiro et al. [32]
proposed to locally approximate non-linear models by linear
models for model agnostic interpretability. As far as we
know, the applications of sophisticated piecewise linear
models have been limited to middle scale datasets due to
their high computational costs.

Meanwhile, Spark [9] appears to be one of the most
promising platforms for distributed machine learning algo-
rithms. There are a large quantity of researches to realize
distributed machine learning algorithms on Spark such as lo-
gistic regression [15], SVM [15], K-Means [16], LDA [17],
ADMM [18], dominant cluster detection [14], graph algo-
rithms [13] and so on. Because of its high scale comput-
ing power, automation of hyper-parameter search on Spark
such as [33] is also an active research field. Furthermore,
Spark has gotten a lot of attention as a platform of deep
learning recently [19], [20]. These research outcomes are
continuously integrated with Spark as its machine learning
library called MLlib [12], [11]. As growing the proposals
of cutting-edge technologies, application field of machine

① ②

Figure 1: Example of Bernoulli Gating Node.

learning on Spark is spreading to industrial area including
electric power [34], telecommunication [35] and drug dis-
covery [36]. In this movement, the importance of Spark as a
data science platform for KDD community is also growing
as we can find several tutorials held in the last several KDD
conferences [37], [38], [39]. Despite increasing attentions of
Spark-based high-scale machine learning, to the best of our
knowledge, there are little studies on distributed learning of
piecewise linear models (on Spark).

III. PRELIMINARY

Probabilistic piecewise sparse linear models, or
FAB/HME models [21], partition feature spaces using
gating functions and assign a sparse expert in each
partition. The FAB/HME model employs the Bernoulli
gating function as follows:

g(x, βi) := giU(ti − x[γi]) + (1− gi)U(x[γi]− ti), (1)

where βi = (gi, ti, γi), gi ∈ [0, 1], U is a step function,
γi is the index w.r.t. the element of x ∈ RD, where D is
feature dimensionality, and ti ∈ R is an arbitrary value.
For example, when x[γi] < ti, g(x, βi) = gi and otherwise
g(x, βi) = 1− gi, as shown in Fig. 1.

Formally, the probabilistic models are defined as follows:

p(y|x, θ) =

E∑
j=1

∏
i∈Ej

ψg(x, i, j)p(y|x, φj), (2)

where x ∈ RD is an observation variable, y is a target vari-
able (y ∈ R for regression or y ∈ {1,−1} for classification),
θ = (β1, . . . , βG,
φ1, . . . , φE) represents model parameters, E and G are
the numbers of experts and gating functions, respectively.
Ej(j = 1, . . . , E) denotes the j-th expert index set and
contains all indices of the gating nodes on the unique path
from the root node to the j-th expert node. ψ(i,j)

g (x) :=
ψ(g(x, βi), i, j) is the probability on the i-th gate, and∏
i∈Ej ψ

(i,j)
g (x) expresses the probability of the j-th path,

where ψ(a, i, j) = a if the j-th expert is on the left sub-
tree of the i-th gate, and 1 − a otherwise. The experts can
be either linear regression, i.e., p(y|x, φj) = N (y|wTj x, σ2

j )
where φj = (wj , σ

2
j ), or linear logistic regression, i.e.,

p(y|x, φj) = 1/(1 + exp(−yφTj x)).
The latent variable related to the j-th path is defined by

ζj , where ζj = 1 if y|x is generated by the j-th node through



the j-th path, and ζj = 0 otherwise. The complete likelihood
is defined, then, as follows:

p(yN |ζN , xN , φ) =

N∏
n=1

E∏
j=1

p(y(n)|x(n), φj)ζ
(n)
j , (3)

p(ζN |xN , β) =

N∏
n=1

E∏
j=1

∏
i∈Ej

ψ(i,j)
g (x(n))ζ

(n)
j , (4)

where φ = (φ1, . . . , φE) and β = (β1, . . . , βG). Prediction
is executed by the j∗-th expert that maximizes the gating
probability as follows:

j∗ = arg max
j

∏
i∈Ej

ψ(i,j)
g (x). (5)

The FAB/HME algorithm finds the best parameters and
models by maximizing the factorized information criterion
(FIC), which is an asymptotically accurate approximation
of Bayesian marginal log-likelihood [23], [26], derived as
follows:

FIC(yN , xN ) = max
q

{
Eq
[
log p(yN , ζN |xN , θ)−

G∑
i=1

(
:::::

Dβi

2
log

N∑
n=1

∑
j∈Gi

q(ζ
(n)
j )

)
−

E∑
j=1

Dφj

2
log

N∑
n=1

`
(n)
j q(ζ

(n)
j )

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

]

+Hq

}
, (6)

where q is any distribution on ζN , Hq is the entropy of
q, and Gi is the i-th gating index set and contains all
indices of the experts on the sub-tree of the i-th gating
node. `(n)j is a scaling factor where `

(n)
j = 1/σ2

j for
linear regression or `(n)j = µ

(n)
j (1 − µ

(n)
j ) where µ

(n)
j =

1/(1 + exp(−y(n)φTj x(n))) for logistic regression. This
optimization is conducted by alternating optimizations of q
and θ like expectation-maximization algorithm. Note that
Dφj is equivalent to the L0-norm of φj , which induces
sparsity of the model. [21] has applied the forward-backward
greedy (FoBa) algorithm [40] for least square experts, which
has the tightest error bounds among state-of-the-art methods.
We can easily extend this idea to logistic regression by
applying the gradient FoBa algorithm [41], which has the
same theoretical error bounds for general smooth convex
functions.

IV. DISTRIBUTED FAB/HME ALGORITHM

This paper considers situations in which data size N is
much larger than data dimensionality D. The designation
of the distributed FAB/HME algorithm and architecture
involves the following three challenges. First, due to memory
capacity limitation, no single worker node can load entire
data, target, and variational distributions. This prohibits the
algorithm from employing a straightforward parallelization

Algorithm 1: Distributed FIC Computation

Input: • N (t)
βi
, N

(t)
φj
, θ(t)

Input: ? q(t)(ζ(n)), θ(t)
Output: • FIC(t)

1: ? LL
(t)
w =

∑
n∈Nw

(
Eq[log p(y(n), ζ(n)|x(n), θ(t))]−

q(t)(ζ(n)) log q(t)(ζ(n))
)

for ∀n ∈ Nw and ∀w ∈ W
2: • FIC(t) =∑W

w=1 LL
(t)
w −

∑G
i=1

D
(t)
βi

2 logN
(t)
βi
−
∑E
j=1

D
(t)
φj

2 logN
(t)
φj

like that on a shared memory architecture. The second chal-
lenge is to avoid huge communication overhead. Particularly
communications among worker nodes cause reallocation of
data (a.k.a. data shuffling in Spark) in distributed memory
architectures. Third, for the “map-reduce” computational
model which is one of the most popular modern distributed
memory computation models, balancing or equalizing CPU
loads is needed to minimize synchronization overhead.

Hereafter, we denote by D a dedicated server and by w ∈
W a worker node, where W is a set of worker nodes. We
assume that the training data are distributed on memories
in ∀w ∈ W4. The subscription w denotes the w-th worker
node. We denote by Nw a sample index set of the w-th
worker node. In Algorithm 1 ∼ Algorithm 5, ? and • are
executed on the worker nodes in parallel and the dedicated
server in serial, respectively.

A. Distributed FIC Computation

The distributed computation of FIC, which is necessary
for convergence determination, is described in Algorithm 1.
The FIC calculation consists of two parts: 1) the sum of
expected log-likelihood and 2) regularization. The former
requires xN , yN and q(t)(ζN ), which are distributed on
the worker nodes, and hence each worker node computes
expected log-likelihoods of data in its memory, and then
only its summation needs to be collected by the dedicated
server, as shown in line 1 of Algorithm 1. This step requires
only communication of scalar values between the dedicated
server and individual worker nodes. The latter is computed
in the dedicated server, as shown in line 2 of Algorithm 1.

B. Distributed E-step

The distributed computation of the E-step is described in
Algorithm 2. First, q(ζ(n)j ) for ∀n ∈ Nw is calculated on

4The training data is stored in a distributed file system and loaded on
memory of workers in parallel.



Algorithm 2: Distributed E-step

Input: ? N (t−1)
βi

, N
(t−1)
φj

, θ(t−1)

Output: • N (t)
φj
, N

(t)
βi

Output: ? q(t)(ζ(n)j ), N
(t)
φj
, N

(t)
βi

1: ? Calculate q(n,t)j using (7) for ∀n ∈ Nw,∀w ∈ W .
2: ? Nw

φj
=
∑
n∈Nw q

(n,t)
j and Nw

βi
=
∑
j∈Gi N

w
φj

3: • N (t)
φj

=
∑
w∈W Nw

φj
and N (t)

βi
=
∑
w∈W Nw

βi
4: • Eliminate irrelevant experts and gates using (8).

w ∈ W as follows:

q
(n,t)
j := q(t)(ζ

(n)
j ) ∝

∏
i∈Ej

ψ(i,j,t−1)
g (x(n))p(y(n)|x(n), φ(t−1)j )

exp
{∑
i∈Ej

−Dβi

2N
(t−1)
βi

+
−Dφj `

(n,t−1)
j

2N
(t−1)
φj

}
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

,

(7)

The expected numbers of samples on experts and gates,
denoted by Nw

φj
and Nw

βi
, are then collected by the ded-

icated server, and, therefore, only two scalar values are
communicated. In line 3, N (t)

φj
and N (t)

βi
are computed and

globally shared on the dedicated server. It is known that
exponentiated regularization (the waved part of (7)) derived
from FIC (the waved part of (6)) eliminates redundant latent
variables through EM iterations [23]. Such “non-effective”
experts are eliminated from the model as follows:

q
(n,t)
j = 0 if N (t)

φj
< δ otherwise q

(n,t)
j /Q

(t)
j , (8)

where δ and Q(t)
j are a threshold value and a normalization

constant for
∑E
j=1 q

(n,t)
j = 1. This shrinkage process auto-

matically determines piecewise space partitioning structures
in a Bayesian-principled fashion.

C. Distributed M-step: Bernoulli Gates

The gate optimization requires a set of split candidate
points, i.e., Bd = {ti|discretized domain of xd}, for each
dimension d of x. To consistently aggregate distributed
calculations, all worker nodes must share Bd for ∀d. For
this purpose, Bd is computed at the beginning of the FAB-
EM algorithm on the basis of Algorithm 3. First, on each
worker node, the maximum and minimum values of x(n)d

are computed and then collected by the dedicated server.
Here a vector of the size D is transferred from each worker
node to the dedicated server. Bd is computed on the basis
of lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm 3. B = {Bd} is distributed
to all worker nodes. This process communicates a matrix of
the size DTmax.

The distributed gate optimization is summarized in Algo-
rithm 4. First, some intermediate statistics are computed in

Algorithm 3: Split Points Calculation
Input: • Tmax: number of the maximum split points
Output: ? Td for ∀d.

1: ? Calculate xmax
dw = maxn∈Nw{x

(n)
d } and

xmin
dw = minn∈Nw{x

(n)
d } for ∀d and ∀w.

2: • Calculate xmax
d = maxw{xmax

dw } and
xmin
d = maxw{xmin

dw }.
3: • Calculate Td by splitting the range [xmin

d , xmax
d ] into

Tmax bins with the equal width.

Algorithm 4: Distributed Bernoulli Gate Optimization

Input: ? Td, N (t)
βi
, q(t)(ζ

(n)
j )

Output: ? β(t)
i

1: for Tγi where γi = 1, . . . , D do
2: ? Calculate ρLw(γi, ti) and ρRw(γi, ti) for ∀w ∈ W

using (9) and (10).
3: end for
4: for Tγi where γi = 1, . . . , D do
5: • Calculate ρL(γi, ti) =

∑
w∈W ρLw(γi, ti) and

ρR(γi, ti) =
∑
w∈W ρRw(γ

(t)
i , t

(t)
i ).

6: • Calculate ξi(γi, ti) where
gi(γi, ti) = (ρL(γi, ti) + ρR(γi, ti))/N

(t)
βi

.
7: end for
8: • Calculate γ(t)i , t

(t)
i = arg maxγi,ti ξi(γi, ti), and

g
(t)
i = gi(γ

(t)
i , t

(t)
i ).

a distributed manner as follows (at line 1-3):

ρLw(γi, ti) =
∑

n∈Nw∩Tsi

∑
j∈GiL

q
(n,t)
j (9)

ρRw(γi, ti) =
∑

n∈Nw∩Tli

∑
j∈GiR

q
(n,t)
j (10)

where Tli, Tsi are the sets of samples whose γi-th dimension
is larger or smaller than ti, GiL contains all indices of the
expert nodes on the left sub-tree of the i-th gating node,
and GiR is similarly defined for the right sub-tree of the i-
th gating node. The two matrices w.r.t. ρLw and ρRw , each of
which has DTmax elements, are collected by the dedicated
server. Then, on the dedicated server, the i-th gate parameter
β
(t)
i is computed as described in lines 4-8 in Algorithm 4,

and β(t)
i , containing three scalar values, is distributed to all

worker nodes.

D. Distributed M-step: Sparse Experts

For optimizing experts in the M-step, we have to dis-
tribute L0 regularized optimization, to which well-studied
approaches using distributed gradient or proximal methods
are not applicable. We address this issue by applying a
recently-developed median selection subset aggregation es-
timator (MESSAGE) algorithm [22].



Algorithm 5: Distributed Sparse Experts Optimization

Input: ? q(t)(ζ(n)j ), φ
(t−1)
j

Output: ? φ(t)j
1: ? Calculate φ(t+

1
2 )

jw using (11) for ∀w ∈ W .
2: • Perform the majority voting using (12).
3: ? Estimate φ(t)jw using (13).
4: • Compute φ(t)j by aggregating φ(t)jw using (14).

The distributed optimization of sparse experts is described
in Algorithm 5. First, feature selection is performed using
the FoBa algorithm on each worker node as follows (line 1):

φ
(t+ 1

2 )
jw = arg max

φj
|W|

∑
n∈Nw

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj)

(11)

− (|W| − 1)Dφj −
Dφj

2
log

N∑
n=1

`
(n,t−1)
j q

(n,t)
j .

The detailed derivation of (11) is discussed in the next
sub-section. φ(t+

1
2 )

jw is then once collected by the dedicated
server, and majority voting is performed to determine a
feature set as follows (line 2):

Fj = {d |
∑
w∈W

[φ
(t+ 1

2 )
jw ]d ≥

|W|
2
}. (12)

The feature set Fj is then distributed to all workers, and
parameter estimation is performed using only features in Fj
as follows (line 3):

φ
(t)
jw = arg max

φj

∑
n∈Nw

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj(Fj)), (13)

where φj(Fj) means that parameters not included in Fj are
fixed to zero. Finally, φ(t)jw is again collected by the dedicated
server, and the weight aggregation is performed to estimate
the weight vector as follow (line 4):

φ
(t)
j =

1

|W|
∑
w∈W

φ
(t)
jw, (14)

where φ(t)j is distributed to all worker nodes. Note that the
majority voting and the weight aggregation are lightweight
computations in comparison to the L0 optimization pro-
cesses, and their executions on the dedicated server do not
affect the parallel performance.

E. Correction of FIC in M-step
This subsection explains the derivation of (11). In (6), the

terms related to expert optimization can be summarized as
follows:
N∑
n=1

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj)−

Dφj

2
log

N∑
n=1

`
(n,t−1)
j q

(n,t)
j .

(15)

The first (loss) and the second (regularizer) terms are O(N)
and O(logN), respectively. Therefore, in distributed M-step,
if we simply replace

∑N
n=1 by

∑
n∈Nw , it changes the

balance between the first and the second terms. On the other
hand, if we rescale the first term as follows:

|W|
∑
n∈Nw

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj)−

Dφj

2
log

N∑
n=1

`
(n,t−1)
j q

(n,t)
j ,

(16)

it causes different bias in FIC by reusing the first term (i.e.,
the first term is evaluated |W| times on a single data set).

In order to avoid this bias, we consider an asymptotic
approximation of the first term as follows5:∑
n∈Nw

q
(n,t)
j (log p(y(n)|x(n), φ∗j )− log p(y(n)|x(n), φ̂j)) ≈ −Dφj

N∑
n=1

q
(n,t)
j (log p(y(n)|x(n), φ∗j )− log p(y(n)|x(n), φ̄j)) ≈ −Dφj

(17)

where φ∗ is the true parameter and φ̂j and φ̄j are
the maximizer of

∑
n∈Nw q

(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj) and∑N

n=1 q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj), respectively. By taking

into account that Nw can be considered as a random subset
of N , we have:

N∑
n=1

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φj) (18)

= |W|ENw [
∑
n∈Nw

q
(n,t)
j log p(y(n)|x(n), φ∗j )]

where ENw is the expectation over the randomness on Nw.
By combining (15), (17) and (18), we have (11).

V. EFFICIENT DESIGN ON SPARK

This section describes an efficient design of the distributed
FAB/HME algorithm on Spark. Hereinafter we refer to the
distributed FAB/HME as dFAB and the original FAB/HME
as sFAB.

A. RDD Structure and Execution Flow

A resilience distributed dataset (RDD) is the base in
Spark distributed computation, on whose elements all dis-
tributed computations on Spark are performed, i.e., Spark
processes each element of an RDD in parallel. An RDD
is an immutable and partitioned collection of records and
can only be created from persistent data or other RDDs
via transformations. A standard RDD design might assign
one data instance to an element of the RDD. However,
major computations of FAB/HME algorithms rely on matrix
computations, and the RDD for dFAB has to be designed to

5The derivation can be obtained in a similar manner of the derivation of
Akaike’s information criterion [42].
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Figure 2: RDD structure of dFAB.

process them efficiently6. For convenience, let us introduce
a few notations. Let Xe, Ye, and Qe be matrices whose
elements are x(n) for ∀n ∈ Ne, y(n) for ∀n ∈ Ne, and
q(ζ(n)) for ∀n ∈ Ne, respectively, where Ne ⊂ Nw. Note
that each element of Q(t)

e is q(t)(ζ(n)) for ∀n ∈ Ne. Also,
Le is a |Ne| × E matrix, and the (n, j)-th element of L(t)

e

is:
log

∏
i∈Ej

ψ(i,j,t−1)
g (x(n))p(y(n)|x(n), φ(t−1)j ).

Fig. 2 illustrates the RDD structure in dFAB. One partition
contains multiple elements that are data units to which map
functions are applied, and one element of w-th partition
consists of a tuple of (Xe, Ye, Qe, Le,B), where e is the
index of an element and w corresponds to the worker node
index w7. Fig. 3 illustrates the execution flow of dFAB. Let
us denote the RDD after the t-th EM iteration by RDD(t),
whose element is (Xe, Ye, Q

(t)
e , L

(t)
e ,B).

• In the t-th FIC calculation, the driver process invokes
map transformation with a closure executing Step 1 of
Algorithm 1, which involves model parameters β(t−1)

and φ(t−1) as its parameters. Here, each executor com-
putes L(t)

e as an intermediate outcome, and each RDD
element is updated from (Xe, Ye, Q

(t−1)
e , L

(t−1)
e ,B) to

(Xe, Ye, Q
(t−1)
e , L

(t)
e ,B). Note that, if the eliminated ex-

perts (Step 4 of Algorithm 1) are identified in the driver
process, Q(t−1)

e s are updated in the executors by simply
setting the corresponding column to be zero in order to
avoid reallocation of the RDD itself.

• In the t-th E-step, the driver process invokes a map
transformation with a closure executing Steps 1 and 2
in the Algorithm 2. Note that we avoid recalculation
of expert-wise likelihood by storing L

(t)
e as a part of

the RDD element. Here, each RDD element is updated
from (Xe, Ye, Q

(t−1)
e , L

(t)
e ,B) to (Xe, Ye, Q

(t)
e , L

(t)
e ,B).

Through the FIC calculation and E-step, we obtain RDD(t)

without re-allocating or shuffling any large scale data.
• The t-th M-step is performed on the basis of Algorithm 4

and 5. This does not change RDD(t).

6Although we can use mapPartition function to collect a part of
training data from a partition of the RDD, mapPartition passes an
iterator of samples to the closure, which causes many iterator accesses and
significant computational overhead.

7For the evaluations in this paper we set the number of elements so that
it equals the number of workers.
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B. Advantage of Sample-wise Parallelization over Expert-
wise Parallelization

This subsection discusses advantages of sample-wise par-
allelization (i.e., Algorithm 5) over expert-wise paralleliza-
tion. Although the later one might seem to be a natural
choice for parallelizing the FAB/HME learning algorithm,
since expert optimizations can be processed independently,
we observe two issues. First, as Fig. 4 shows, the distribution
of processing time for expert optimization is heavy tailed.
The optimization with long process time has the large
number of assigned instances, N (t−1)

φj
, which varies across

experts through the EM iterations. This implies (and we
have empirically observed) that the loads of CPU cores get
unbalanced, and fast ones have to wait for slow ones, as
shown in Fig. 6b, resulting in poor CPU usage. Second, The
number of CPU cores that expert-wise parallelization can
use is bounded by the number of experts. In the FAB/HME
learning procedure, irrelevant experts are automatically elim-
inated, and the number of experts decreases through the
iterations. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of decreasing num-
bers of active experts over FAB EM iterations on a simple
simulation dataset. In this experiment, we used a machine
with 16 CPU cores. The algorithm utilized only half CPU
cores, however, after the number of active experts became
8 at the 20-th step.

Fig. 6a illustrates our sample-wise parallelization of ex-
pert optimization. Our sample-wise parallelization addresses
both of the issues. For the unbalance of loads across the ex-
perts, the time complexity of expert optimization is approx-
imately linear w.r.t. sample size, and hence the sample-wise
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Figure 6: Two options for parallelizing expert optimization
in FAB M-step.

parallelization can equally distribute computational loads.
In addition, for degree of parallelization, since each task
processes optimization for all experts, shrinkage decrease in
the number of experts accelerates overall computation rather
than decreasing CPU usage.

C. Practical Implementation Tips

All the distributed operations of dFAB are implemented
as chains of RDD transformations. The dFAB first converts
the training data into an RDD and repeatedly transforms one
RDD into another RDD to calculate the variational distribu-
tion q and the model parameters θ. A driver process invokes
the ? processes of dFAB on executors by means of such
RDD transformers as map and reduce, and the calculation
results are collected in the driver process via collect or
count functions. Since all the distributed operations are
RDD transformations, dFAB is able to obtain the benefits
of Spark, e.g., sophisticated task/job scheduling [43] and
RDD fault tolerance.

A driver process and executors exchange the model pa-
rameters θ via dynamically-generated closures. A driver
distributes θ by generating a closure passed to a transfor-
mation function of Spark. The dFAB implements the logic
of dFAB as first-class parameterized functions. By passing
θ as a parameter of the parameterized function, the function
generates another closure which calculates its logic with
parameter θ. The dFAB passes the closure, derived from
θ to transformation functions, that executes dFAB logic on
executors.

Checkpointing of intermediate RDDs is important w.r.t.
the correct execution and the performance improvement.
dFAB is a kind of EM algorithm, which sometimes requires
long iterations. The dFAB executes the EM iterations by
chaining RDD operations. A long chain of RDD operations
increases the stack size of remote procedure calls and in-
duces stack overflow at worst because Spark has to maintain
the lineage of the operations for keeping fault tolerance.
Furthermore, it is likely to cause garbage collection for

gate1

gate2 gate3

gate4

expert1 expert2

expert3 expert4

expert5

Figure 7: The true tree structure of the artificial data.

intermediately-generated elements of an RDD and to result
in a need for their re-computation. To deal with the issues,
the dFAB makes the checkpoints at every 20 iterations,
which number has been determined on the basis of empirical
knowledge from our experiments.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We used Spark 1.6.0, and 8 worker nodes ran Spark execu-
tors on YARN [44]. Each server and worker node employed
two Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 processors (16 physical cores),
a 256 GB memory, and a 1 TB 7.2K RPM HDD, and they
were connected via a 1 Gbps Ethernet. Observed and target
variables were standardized in advance.

A. Comparison with the Serial Algorithm

We first demonstrate that dFAB improves its execution
speed with no negative impact on accuracy by comparing
it with the serial algorithm, which is abbreviated as sFAB,
using an artificial regression data set used in the original
FAB/HME paper [21]. The true tree structure illustrated in
Fig. 7 has 5 experts, and each expert uses 10–20 features.
On the i-th gating node, gi was fixed to 1, γi and ti
were randomly selected from [1, D] and [0, 1], respectively.
On the j-th expert, the non-zero elements of wj were
randomly sampled from [0, 1]. xN and yN were sampled
from Uniform[0, 1] and N (y(n)|wTj x(n), 0.1), where N =
1, 000, 000, 5, 000, 000, 10, 000, 000 and D = 100. We
employed δ = 5 × 10−9FIC(t−1) (termination condition)
and ε = 3 × 10−2N (shrinkage threshold). The number of
initial experts was 32 (5-depth symmetric tree).

Fig. 8 illustrates the prediction accuracy of dFAB and
sFAB over |W|. We observed:
• The RMSE values of dFAB were smaller than those

of sFAB. This might have been caused by the sample-
wise parallelization which reduced the training variance
as the original paper of the MESSAGE algorithm has also
reported [22].

• The RMSE of dFAB slightly increased with an increasing
|W| with relatively small N . This might be because the
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number of samples on each executor becomes insufficient.
However, the difference in accuracy became negligible
with larger N , which was over 5,000,000 in this experi-
mental condition.

Fig. 9 shows the processing times of dFAB and sFAB over
|W| (i.e., number of CPU cores). We implemented parallel
gate optimization and expert-wise parallelization in sFAB
by OpenMP [45]. From these results, we observed that:

• While EM iteration time for sFAB with 16 CPU cores
was as much as 73.8% less than that with 1 CPU core,
that for dFAB with 16 CPU cores was as much as 90.4%
less than the same8.

• dFAB with 128 CPU cores (i.e., |W| = 128) showed
an average time per EM iteration and a total processing
time as much as 98.4% and 98.5% less than those for
sFAB with 1 CPU core, respectively. In general, larger N
achieves a better improvement of time per EM iteration
with large |W |. A larger N leads to a longer CPU pro-
cessing time for each worker and, as a result, diminishes
overhead in Spark execution, such as initial setup overhead
for executors and RDDs and I/O wait for intermediate
RDD checkpointing.

• There existed a limitation in performance improvement
over |W| depending on the value of N . When N =
1, 000, 000, the performance improvement for EM iter-
ation where |W| = 128 was worse than that where
|W| = 64. On the other hand, when N = 5, 000, 000
and 10, 000, 000, the performance improvement for EM
iteration where |W| = 128 was greater than that where
|W| = 64. This implies we should determine an adequate
number of partitions, i.e., |W|, on the basis of the size of
training data.

8Due to the memory limitation, sFAB where |W| = 16 could not finish
where N = 10, 000, 000.

B. Benchmark Evaluation

We compared the predictive accuracy of dFAB on 3 re-
gression (gas sensor array (CO), gas sensor array (methane)
and household power consumption) and 2 classification data
sets (HIGGS and HEPMASS) in UCI repository [46], with
other distributed machine learning algorithms implemented
in Spark MLlib. The brief task abstracts of the data sets are
described here;
• The task of gas sensor array (CO) and (methane) data sets

is multivariate regression with multiple responses based
on chemical sensing system which consists of an array
of 16 metal-oxide gas sensors and an external mechanical
ventilator to simulate the biological respiration cycle.

• The task of household power consumption data set is to
predict the amount of power consumption every minutes
of a house, which contains three meter’s measurements
of electric power consumption in one household with a
one-minute sampling rate over a period of almost 4 years.

• The task of HIGGS data set is a classification problem
to distinguish between a signal process which produces
Higgs bosons and a background process which does not,
which contains 42 features in total. We used 27 features
of all due to the limitation of the dFAB implementation.

• The task of HEPMASS data set is to separate particle-
producing collisions from a background source. This data
set produced by Monte Carlo simulations contains 28
features.

From Spark MLlib we chose ElasticNet [47], decision tree
(DecTree), random forests (RF) for both classification and
regression as baseline algorithms. Note that RF is less
interpretable and we evaluated it as a state-of-the-art dis-
tributed non-linear model. We used 2-loop cross validation
with 10-fold outer loops for evaluating test prediction error
and 3-fold inner loops for parameter selection. Note that
FAB/HMEs do not need 2-loop cross validation, so dFAB
does not execute the inner loop. We employed δ = 10−4

(termination condition) and ε = N × 10−2 (shrinkage
threshold). The number of initial experts was 8 (3-depth
symmetric tree).

Table I summarizes test RMSEs for regression data sets
and classification errors for classification data sets. For all
three regression data sets, dFAB outperformed the others
while RF performed better than dFAB on the HIGGS data
for classification. For the HIGGS data set, dFAB generated
FAB/HMEs with 2-5 active experts whose cardinalities were
5-14, that were much more interpretable than the models
learned by RF, which consists of 300 trees with 5-depth. In
summary, the results indicate that 1) dFAB achieved better
predictive accuracy than that of other distributed algorithms
implemented in Spark MLlib, and 2) it achieved competitive
accuracy with more interpretable models than non-linear
models of Spark MLlib.

Next, we compared the reduction in processing time for
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Figure 9: Processing times of dFAB and sFAB. The Y-axis represents normalized time by that of sFAB with 1 CPU core.

Table I: Test prediction errors (RMSEs for regression and 0-1 errors for classification). The numbers shown in parentheses
are standard deviations. The best and second best methods are highlighted in bold and bold italic faces, respectively.

data sample dim dFAB ElasticNet DecTree RF
gas sensor array (CO) 4,208,261 16 0.542(0.01) 0.597(0.00) 0.587(0.01) 0.576(0.00)

gas sensor array (methane) 4,178,504 16 0.548(0.00) 0.600(0.00) 0.561(0.00) 0.553(0.00)
household power consumption 2,075,259 3 0.524(0.01) 0.531(0.00) 0.529(0.00) 0.655(0.00)

HIGGS 11,000,000 27 0.335(0.01) 0.358(0.00) 0.337(0.00) 0.317(0.00)
HEPMASS 7,000,000 28 0.156(0.00) 0.163(0.00) 0.167(0.00) 0.175(0.00)

dFAB with that for other algorithm implementations of
Spark MLlib over |W| as shown in Fig. 10. We observed
that:
• dFAB outperformed other implementations with gas sen-

sor array (methane), HIGGS and HEPMASS.
• With gas sensor array (CO), while dFAB outperformed

ElasticNet and DecTree, its improvement did not reach
the level of RF. The difference from gas sensor array
(methane) data set was caused by the difference of con-
vergence time derived from the difference of training data,
even if the scale of data was similar to each other.

• dFAB had a limitation to scale out its computing perfor-
mance on the household power consumption data. This is
because the data had only three features, which resulted
in running the FAB EM optimization processes quite
fast, and the overhead of Spark computation became a
bottleneck.

In summary, these results reveal the performance scalability
of dFAB against state-of-the-art machine learning implemen-
tation on Spark.

Finally, we compared the processing time for dFAB with
that for other algorithm implementations of Spark MLlib.
In these experiments we set |W| = 128 for all algorithm
implementations. Note that all processing time except dFAB

includes 3-fold inner loop. As shown in Table II, dFAB
averagely takes longer time than other algorithms because
dFAB solves non-convex optimization problems to achieve
both high interpretability and accuracy. However, as shown
in Fig. 10, the execution performance scalability of dFAB
is better than others. This property of dFAB alleviates the
performance disadvantage of dFAB because we can easily
reduce the execution time of dFAB by just adding more
worker nodes, which is not an unthinkable solution in this
cloud computing era.

C. Detailed Analysis on Resource Utilization

This section demonstrates that dFAB can empirically
utilize computing resources efficiently. Fig. 11 illustrates the
resource consumption of dFAB which runs with the artificial
data set and where N = 10, 000, 000. In the results, we
observed:
• CPU utilization of workers was roughly 60% during the

execution. Some decrease in CPU utilization occurred due
to the checkpointing RDDs. However, this did not severely
degrade the performance of the execution.

• The CPU core of the dedicated server for the driver
process was mostly idle, and the process was not a
bottleneck in the execution.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the reduction of processing time between dFAB and other algorithm implementations of Spark
MLlib. Processing time is normalized by time of the same algorithm where |W| = 16

Table II: Processing time (seconds) with |W| = 128.

data sample dim dFAB ElasticNet DecTree RF
gas sensor array (CO) 4,208,261 16 1,145 1,845 55 361

gas sensor array (methane) 4,178,504 16 379 1,827 68 475
household power consumption 2,075,259 3 289 49 27 206

HIGGS 11,000,000 27 1,396 196 75 968
HEPMASS 7,000,000 28 1,307 117 74 973

• There were no spikes in memory utilization that implies
dFAB managed the memory utilization well.

• Some spikes in disk and network access occurred due to
the checkpointing RDDs on HDFS. On the other hand, the
average of disk and network accesses during the iterations
without the checkpointing were less than several hundreds
of KB/s.

• The driver process did not issue notable disk accesses.
This means that the execution of the driver was fully com-
pleted on memory and was not a performance bottleneck.
Further, the driver process issued network traffic at the rate
of tens of MB/s at the start of the execution. This network
transmission arose from the distribution process for the
training data. Once the process finished, the driver process
transferred insignificant amounts of data with workers,
which is less than hundreds of KB/s. We can diminish the
network transfer for training data by simple modification
of the implementation to make the workers read the data
from HDFS directly.

In summary, our results demonstrate that there are no serious
performance bottlenecks in dFAB and that efficient resource

utilization resulted in good performance scalability in dFAB.

D. Scale-out Scalability Evaluation

To evaluate the scale-out (or horizontal scaling) scalability
of dFAB we conducted experiments on a cluster with tens to
hundreds virtual instances in Amazon Web Services (AWS).
We prepared two scaled-out clusters which have a large
number of worker nodes whose CPU has a small number
of cores; one consists of c3.large instances (denoted as
c3.large cluster) and another one consists of r3.large
instances (denoted as r3.large cluster). For comparison,
we also prepared two scaled-up clusters which have a
small number of worker nodes whose CPU has a large
number of cores; one consists of c3.8xlarge instances
(denoted as c3.8xlarge cluster) and another one con-
sists of r3.8xlarge instances (denoted as r3.8xlarge
cluster). The hardware specification of them is described in
Table III. This evaluation used gas sensor array (methane)
data set.

Fig. 12a and 12b show average processing time and time
per EM iteration of dFAB on the clusters, respectively. The
experimental results show that the execution speed of dFAB
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Figure 11: Resource consumption of dFAB.

Table III: Hardware specification of AWS instances.

Type CPU cores Memory (GiB) Storage (GB) Networking Perf. Processor Clock (GHz)
c3.large 2 3.75 2x16 SSD Moderate Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 2.8
c3.8xlarge 32 60 2x320 SSD 10 Gb Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 2.8
r3.large 2 15.25 1x32 SSD Moderate Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 2.5
r3.8xlarge 32 244 2x320 SSD 10 Gb Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 2.5

on c3.large and r3.large clusters (scaled-out clusters)
is around 2 times faster than that of c3.8xlarge and
r3.8xlarge clusters (scaled-up clusters)9. dFAB achieved
good scale-out scalability on c3.large and r3.large
clusters despite scaled-out architectures tend to increase the
network communications due to huge number of worker
nodes. This scale-out scalability is obtained by the design of
dFAB which reduces the network traffic as much as possible
to avoid performance degradation.

In summary, our experimental results demonstrate that the
design of dFAB algorithm and implementation possesses the

9Even with same total number of CPU cores, the execution time
on c3.large and r3.large clusters was shorter than that on
c3.8xlarge and r3.8xlarge clusters. This is because good scaled-out
scalability of dFAB exploits the performance advantages of the hardware
architecture such as an automatically CPU clock-up technology and the
large total bandwidth of memory access.

capability of high performance scalability on a scaled-out
cluster.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed the distributed FAB/HME
algorithm scalable algorithm to learn interpretable and accu-
rate piecewise sparse linear models from Big Data. By taking
advantages of FAB inference and the MESSAGE algorithm
with a novel asymptotic bias correction of FIC, dFAB real-
izes fully automated model selection with linearly scale-out
capability over the data size. Further, we presented a design
of dFAB on Spark, the rising distributed memory computa-
tion platform. Our RDD for dFAB enables us to fully utilize
CPU without needing to shuffle data during optimization
processes. Our experimental results have demonstrated that
dFAB achieves high prediction accuracy and performance
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Figure 12: Processing time comparison between scaled-out clusters (c3.large and r3.large) and scaled-up clusters
c3.8xlarge and r3.8xlarge).

scalability for both synthetic and public data. One of impor-
tant future work is to explore the possibility of rebuilding
the dFAB algorithm so as to make it asynchronous, in order
to improve the efficiency of computing resource utilization
and accelerate algorithm execution.
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